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Beyond Memory, Navigation, and Inhibition: Behavioral
Evidence for Hippocampus-Dependent Cognitive
Coordination in the Rat
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Injecting tetrodotoxin (TTX) into one hippocampus impaired avoidance of a place defined by distal cues while rats were on a slowly
rotating arena. The impairment could be explained by a deficit in memory, navigation, or behavioral inhibition. Here, we show that the
TTX injection abolished the ability of rats to organize place-avoidance behavior specifically when distal room and local arena cues were
continuously dissociated. The results provide evidence that injecting TTX into one hippocampus specifically impaired the coordination
of representations that support organized behavior because of the following: (1) rats normally coordinate separate room and arena
avoidance memories; (2) the TTX injection spared spatial, relational, and representational memory, navigation, and behavioral inhibition; and (3) the TTX-induced impairment of place avoidance depended on the need to coordinate representations of local and distal
stimuli.
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Introduction
We developed a place-avoidance task to study rapidly acquired
spatial cognition in a dry environment without food or water
deprivation (Cimadevilla et al., 2000b). Rats on a rotating arena
were conditioned to avoid a stationary part of the room. The
rotation continuously dissociated room and arena stimuli. The
rats were challenged to selectively ignore the rotating stimuli,
which were irrelevant for avoidance. Injecting tetrodotoxin
(TTX) into both hippocampi confirmed the task was hippocampus dependent (Cimadevilla et al., 2000a). Unilateral hippocampal dysfunction spared learning in other spatial tasks (Olton et al.,
1982; Sutherland et al., 1983; Fenton and Bureš, 1993; Fenton et
al., 1995; Moser and Moser, 1998), and we wanted to confirm this
for place avoidance as a basis for studying how information is
organized between the hippocampi. Injecting TTX into one dorsal hippocampus unexpectedly abolished learning, consolidation, and retrieval of place avoidance on the rotating arena
(Cimadevilla et al., 2001).
Three well-supported hypotheses account for the unilateral
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TTX-induced deficits. The injection may have impaired spatial or
relational memory (Eichenbaum et al., 1999), navigation
(O’Keefe and Nadel, 1978), or behavioral inhibition, the ability to
inhibit inappropriate responses (Jarrard, 1973; McNaughton,
1997; Chan et al., 2001; Tracy et al., 2001).
Rats coordinated separate place-avoidance representations of
dissociated room and rotating stimuli (Bureš et al., 1997; Fenton
et al., 1998), providing a fourth explanation for the TTX-induced
deficit. The injection may have impaired coordinating the representations that underlie room- and arena-specific avoidance. The
concept of cognitive coordination is rooted in neurophysiology
and neuroanatomy (Phillips and Singer, 1997), was formalized in
information theory (Phillips et al., 1995; Kay et al., 1998), and was
used to develop measures of the modulatory role of attention
(Phillips and Craven, 2000). Cognitive coordination was defined
as the family of interactions that modify neuronal dynamics without changing receptive fields (Phillips and Singer, 1997; Phillips
and Silverstein, 2003). Cognitive coordination is inferred from
human behavior when contextual modulation and perceptual
grouping of stimuli control responses. Contextual modulation is
illustrated when the symbol 兩3 is interpreted either as the letter B
or the number 13 if it is presented in the context of letters (A兩3C)
or numerals (兩2兩3兩4) (Phillips and Silverstein, 2003). Perceptual
grouping explains why it is harder to perceive the number in the
presence of letters (and vice versa). The operational criteria for
inferring cognitive coordination from rat behavior were as follows: criterion 1 (cc1), in the presence of multiple stimulus sets
that can be segregated, cognitive behavior is organized according
to the behaviorally relevant stimulus subset according to the demands of the current context; criterion 2 (cc2), the cognitive
behavior is expressed during steady-state physical conditions in
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which there is potential for interference
from concurrent cognitive processes (we
set operational criteria for inferring impaired cognitive coordination or as it is
called cognitive disorganization); criterion
1 (cd1), disorganized cognitive responses
during steady state, physical conditions in
which baseline responses of healthy or untreated subjects satisfy criteria for cognitive coordination; criterion 2 (cd2), intact
cognitive responses when cognitive coordination is unnecessary. These experiments determined whether deficits of
memory, navigation, behavioral inhibition, or cognitive coordination could explain the TTX-induced impairment.

Materials and Methods
All procedures have been described previously
(Fenton et al., 1998; Cimadevilla et al., 2000a,
2001) and were in accordance with institutional
and National Institutes of Health guidelines.
The rats were trained to search the arena for
scattered food and thus approach the vicinity of
the to-be-avoided place (Fig. 1) (Bureš et al.,
1997; Fenton et al., 1998). The to-be-avoided
place could be defined by “room” cues, which
were distal visual cues that were always fixed in Figure 1. A, Photo of a rat in the place-avoidance arena. B, Scheme of the place-avoidance task. A tracking system detects the
the room. “Arena” cues that were fixed on the rat’s position in the room frame (light gray), and the arena frame (dark gray) triggers food delivery from an overhead feeder and
arena surface could also define the to-be- shocks the rat when it is in the to-be-avoided sector. The sector can be defined relative to room and arena cues when the arena is
avoided place. These were mostly olfactory stable (C), relative to arena cues alone when room cues are hidden by darkness (D), relative to room cues alone when arena cues
stimuli (feces, urine, scent marks) that were de- are hidden by water (E), or relative to room cues and not arena cues when the room and arena cues are dissociated by continuously
posited during a session. Place avoidance was rotating the arena with the lights on (F ). G, H, Coronal sections and schema (Paxinos and Watson, 1989) showing the most
studied in four conditions that manipulated the anterior (G) and posterior (H ) placements of the TTX injections. The guide and injection cannulas are represented to scale by the
presence of room and arena stimuli, their mu- short and long pairs of parallel lines, respectively. The length of the injection cannulas represents 3 mm.
tual dissociation, and whether their use was reinforced by avoidance conditioning. The conThe arena (Bio-Signal Group, Brooklyn, NY) was made from conductive
ditions are named to indicate the presence of the room-fixed and arenaaluminum and had a 5 cm lip to hold water. A computer-controlled
fixed conditioned stimuli. The “⫹” and “⫺” symbols signify whether or
electromotor could rotate the arena at 1 rpm. After 1 week of foraging,
not the stimulus set defined the to-be-avoided place.
the rats were anesthetized by Nembutal (50 mg/kg, i.p.) and then surgiIt is useful to consider these conditions by analogy to a carousel in a
cally implanted with a pair of guide cannulas aimed at the dorsal hippark. Localizing oneself can be accomplished by referencing landmarks
pocampi (relative to bregma: posterior, 3.5; lateral, ⫾ 2.6; ventral, 2.0). A
in the park, which are analogous to room cues. One can also localize
low-impedance, U-shaped shock electrode made from a 25 gauge hypooneself by referencing the mechanical horses on the carousel, analogous
dermic needle was implanted by piercing the skin on the back between
to using arena cues. There is a specific challenge to selectively use either
the shoulders and soldering a screw to the sharp end. The screw prepark landmarks or the horses to localize oneself when the carousel
vented the needle from slipping out and provided purchase for an alligarotates.
tor clip, which could be connected to the electrode for delivering shock.
In the “(Room&Arena)⫹” task (Fig. 1C), the room was illuminated,
One week after surgery, the foraging training was resumed for 3 d.
and the arena was stable, and thus room and arena stimuli could be
Intrahippocampal injections of saline or 5 ng of TTX dissolved in 1 l
represented as a single configuration and room locations mapped to a
of
saline were made through one guide cannula during 1 min (Zhuravin
single arena location. The rat was therefore conditioned to avoid a place
and Bureš, 1991; Fenton and Bureš, 1993; Fenton et al., 1995; Cimadevilla
defined by both sets of cues. In the “Arena⫹” task (Fig. 1 D), the arena
et al., 2001). A habituating TTX injection was given 1 week after surgery,
rotated in darkness, and in the absence of room cues, the rats were conand the rats were observed for signs of ataxia, but none were observed,
ditioned to avoid a place defined by the rotating arena cues. In the
suggesting proper cannula placement, which was confirmed histologi“Room⫹” task (Fig. 1 E), the room was illuminated, the arena cues were
cally after testing (Fig. 1G,H ). All other injections were given 1 h before
hidden by shallow water, and the rats were reinforced to avoid a place
training. Unoperated rats (intact) served as controls for group comparidefined by the room cues while the arena rotated. In the
sons. Saline-injected controls were used in the previous study of
“Room⫹Arena⫺”task (Fig. 1 F) (Cimadevilla et al., 2001), the to-beRoom⫹Arena⫺ avoidance (Cimadevilla et al., 2001), which was the only
avoided place was defined by the room cues but not by the cues on the
task that was impaired by the TTX injection in the current study. Injected
rotating dry arena. We did not control for the ability of the rat to perform
rats were always injected in the same hippocampus. One-half of the
path integration, but we did control whether the cumulative error in path
animals were injected in the left side, and the other half were injected in
integration relative to the to-be-avoided place could be corrected by
the right side.
room or arena cues.
A commercial place-avoidance system was used to collect and analyze
Forty-two adult male Long–Evans rats from the Institute of Physiology
the data (Bio-Signal Group). The rat wore a latex harness that held infrabreeding colony were used. The rats were food deprived to 85% of their
red light-emitting diodes between its shoulders. The diodes were powfree-feeding weights (280 –300 g) and then trained for 1 week to forage
ered via two conductors of a three-conductor cable. The third conductor
for scattered food on the stable 82-cm-diameter elevated (75 cm) arena.
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carried the shock current. It was connected to the screw on the shock
electrode by a mini alligator clip. A rat was placed on the arena, and food
pellets were dropped into the arena from an overhead feeder that was
triggered every 20 s by the tracking system (iTrack; Bio-Signal Group).
Pasta pellets (20 mg) were used when the arena was dry, and Cocoa Puffs
(General Mills, Minneapolis, MN) were used when the arena was wet,
because they floated and remained intact during the session. Whenever
the rat entered the 60° to-be-avoided sector, a computer-triggered,
constant-current (50 Hz, 0.5 s) shock was delivered across the lowimpedance (⬃100 ⍀) electrode and the high-impedance (⬃100 k⍀)
electrode of the rat’s contact to the grounded arena surface. During the
first session for each rat, the shock current was adjusted to the minimum
value (0.2– 0.5 mA) that would elicit flinch and escape responses. If the
rat did not leave the to-be-avoided place within 1.5 s, it was shocked
again. Sessions lasted 20 min. Place avoidance was measured by the number of entrances to the to-be-avoided place (E), and the maximum time
without entering the to-be-avoided place (Tmax). The straightness of the
rats’ path seemed to depend on the version of the place-avoidance task
and whether or not they had been injected with TTX. Thus we calculated
the “linearity” (Lin) of the path as the average ratio of the distance between a rat’s position at 2 s intervals and the distance during the 2 s
determined by integrating the distances between the rat’s position every
20 ms. Two-way repeated-measures ANOVAs and Newman–Keuls post
hoc tests were used for comparisons between groups and across days.
Within-subject comparisons were made by a one-way, repeatedmeasures ANOVA. Statistical significance was accepted for p ⬍ 0.05.
Averages ⫾ SEM are reported.
If the TTX-induced hippocampal dysfunction was sufficient to impair
behavior, the memory, navigational, behavioral inhibition, and cognitive
coordination hypotheses predict different outcomes for the experiments
that are outlined below.
Experiment 1a: does TTX injection impair (Room&Arena)⫹ place
avoidance? Rats were pretrained to forage throughout the arena for scattered food. The room and arena cues were not dissociated. The performance of 12 TTX-injected and 12 unoperated control rats was compared
for 4 d. This training was shown previously to cause rats to form autonomous room frame and arena frame place-avoidance memories (Bureš et
al., 1997; Fenton et al., 1998). The memory and navigation hypotheses
predict an impairment if the memory and navigational demands are
sufficiently strong. The behavioral inhibition hypothesis predicts a TTXinduced impairment, because the rats are required to inhibit foraging for
food in the to-be-avoided area. The cognitive coordination hypothesis
predicts no impairment, because contextual modulation or perceptual
grouping of room and arena cues is unnecessary.
Experiment 1b: does TTX injection impair Arena⫹ place avoidance?
Room and arena cues were not dissociated, because room cues were
hidden by darkness. The arena rotated, and the to-be-avoided area was
defined by arena cues. One-half of the rats from each of the experiment
1a groups were trained in Arena⫹ avoidance for 3 d. The memory and
navigation hypotheses predict impairments as long as the memory and
navigational demands are sufficient. The behavioral inhibition hypothesis predicts an impairment, because the rat must inhibit foraging in a part
of the arena. The cognitive coordination hypothesis does not predict an
impairment, because contextual modulation or perceptual grouping of
room and arena cues is not required.
Experiment 1c: does TTX injection impair Room⫹Arena⫺ place avoidance? The room was illuminated, and the arena rotated to dissociate
room and arena cues. The to-be-avoided place was defined by room cues.
The other half of the rats from experiment 1a were trained in
Room⫹Arena⫺ avoidance for 3 d. The memory and navigational hypotheses predict an impairment if memory and navigational demands
are sufficient. The behavioral inhibition hypothesis predicts less of an
impairment than in the (Room&Arena)⫹ and Arena⫹ tasks, because
foraging for food should only be inhibited when the food is in the roomdefined to-be-avoided place, and this is only one-sixth of the time. The
cognitive coordination hypothesis predicts an impairment, because contextual modulation and perceptual grouping (and segregation) are required to selectively associate shock with room locations.
Experiment 2: does shallow water remove salient arena stimuli? A pre-
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requisite for testing the effect of the TTX injection on Room⫹ avoidance
is that arena cues can be hidden. This experiment tested whether shallow
water hid arena cues enough to impair arena cue-based place avoidance.
The arena was filled with water (1 cm deep) and rotated. The to-beavoided sector was defined with respect to the rotating arena. Nine naive
rats were trained in darkness to avoid an arena-defined sector for 6 d. If
the water reduced the salience of arena cues, only temporal or selfmovement path integration cues could have been used to identify the
to-be-avoided sector. Path integration can only support place avoidance
for ⬃2 min (Stuchlik et al., 2001), and thus performance was expected to
be poor.
Experiment 3a: does rotating the arena affect Room⫹ avoidance? Nine
naive rats were implanted with injection cannulas and trained in Room⫹
avoidance for 6 d on the stable wet arena. To determine whether place
avoidance differed when the wet arena was stable or rotating, the arena
was stable for 20 min and then rotated for 20 min on each of 4 d.
Experiment 3b: does TTX injection impair Room⫹ place avoidance? The
rats from experiment 3a were used to test whether the TTX injection
impaired Room⫹ place avoidance on the rotating arena. By day 11, the
rats had been performing optimally for several days. They were all injected with saline and trained to establish a baseline for Room⫹ avoidance. On days 12–14, the rats were injected with TTX in one hippocampus and then trained in the same Room⫹ task. Performance on days
11–14 was compared to determine whether TTX impaired Room⫹
avoidance. The memory and navigational hypotheses predict an impairment if memory and navigational demands are sufficient. The behavioral
inhibition hypothesis predicts a mild impairment as in the
Room⫹Arena⫺ task, because foraging only has to be inhibited one-sixth
of the time. The cognitive coordination hypothesis does not predict an
impairment, because contextual modulation of room and arena stimuli
is not necessary.

Results
Experiment 1a: does the TTX injection impair
(Room&Arena)ⴙ avoidance?
Both groups of rats learned the place-avoidance task rapidly (Fig.
2 A). The number of entrances decreased across days (E: F(3,66) ⫽
5.4, p ⬍ 0.002, day 1 ⬎ day 2 ⫽ day 3; Tmax: F(3,66) ⫽ 0.84, p ⬎
0.48). The groups did not differ (E: F(1,22) ⫽ 0.003, p ⬎ 0.96; Tmax:
F(1,22) ⫽ 0.48, p ⬎ 0.49), and there was no interaction (E: F(3,66) ⫽
1.01, p ⬎ 0.40; Tmax: F(3,66) ⫽ 1.07, p ⬎ 0.37). Although the
TTX-injected rats walked a distance similar to that seen for the
controls (data not shown), their paths were less linear (Fig. 2 A)
(F(1,22) ⫽ 4.3; p ⬍ 0.05). This did not change over days (F(3,66) ⫽
1.18; p ⬎ 0.32), and the group by day interaction was not significant (F(3,66) ⫽ 0.13; p ⬎ 0.94). This training establishes autonomous memories for avoiding the overlapping room and arena
to-be-avoided places (Bureš et al., 1997; Fenton et al., 1998) that
the rats could use in the next phase when the room and arena cues
were dissociated.
Experiment 1b: does the TTX injection impair
Arenaⴙ avoidance?
Because there was no conflict with the room and arena memories
that were established by the previous (Room&Arena)⫹ training,
both the intact and TTX-injected rats performed the Arena⫹ task
well from the first session (Fig. 2 B). The number of entrances
differed across days (E: F(2,20) ⫽ 4.64, p ⬍ 0.02, day 1 ⬎ day 2 ⫽
day 3; Tmax: F(2,20) ⫽ 3.29, p ⬎ 0.06). Overall, the groups were not
different (E: F(1,10) ⫽ 0.53, p ⬍ 0.48; Tmax: F(1,10) ⫽ 0.57, p ⬎
0.47), but the TTX-injected animals were slightly better on day 2,
resulting in a significant group by day interaction in the maximum time-avoided measure (E: F(2,20) ⫽ 3.31, p ⬎ 0.06; Tmax:
F(2,20) ⫽ 7.98, p ⬍ 0.003; intact: day 1 ⫽ day 3 ⬍ day 2; intact day
2 ⫽ TTX: day 1 ⫽ day 2 ⫽ day 3). The linearity of the path was
relatively low in both groups (Fig. 2 B) and did not differ between
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4.86; p ⬍ 0.02), because linearity decreased in the controls across
days ( p values ⬍0.05), and there was a nonsignificant trend for
linearity to increase in the TTX-injected rats.
The TTX-injected rats had less well organized escapes from the
to-be-avoided place. They often moved deeper into the to-beavoided sector and were shocked repeatedly. On the third day, the
controls received on average 1.7 ⫾ 0.26 shocks each time they entered the to be-avoided place. The TTX-injected rats received 4.1 ⫾
1.4 shocks per entrance (t10 ⫽ 2.2; one-tailed t test, p ⫽ 0.05).
Experiment 2: does shallow water remove salient
arena stimuli?
Arena⫹ avoidance was poor in the wet arena (Fig. 3A) in contrast
to the dry arena (Fig. 2 B). The rats entered the to-be-avoided
sector ⬃20 times per session and did not improve across the 6 d.
In fact, the number of entrances increased (F(5,40) ⫽ 2.59; p ⬍
0.04; day 6 ⬎ day 3). The ability to avoid, on the basis of path
integration alone, was limited. On average, the rats did not avoid
entering the to-be-avoided place if they walked for 69.8 ⫾ 17.8 s
or 2.40 ⫾ 0.47 m. The maximum time avoided was ⬎300 s and
did not change across days (F(5,40) ⫽ 0.73; p ⬎ 0.60). The linearity
of the path was low and changed across days (F(5,40) ⫽ 4.41; p ⬎
0.003). It started at 0.19 and decreased to ⬃0.15 on days 2–5
before returning to 0.19 on day 6, suggesting that the rats walked
in a tortuous manner in an effort to avoid shock.

Figure 2. Injecting TTX into one hippocampus (uni-TTX) did not impair (Room&Arena)⫹
place avoidance (A) or Arena⫹ place avoidance (B) but abolished Room⫹Arena⫺ place
avoidance (C). Three measures are plotted. Avoidance is indicated by a low number of entrances
to the to-be-avoided place and a high maximum time of avoidance. Linearity does not measure
avoidance; it describes how straight a rat’s path was in the arena. A major difference in avoidance between the two groups is observed only in the Room⫹Arena⫺ task. The separate room
(left) and arena (right) frame tracks of a representative rat in each group are shown above the
plots for the final session of each condition. The room frame in light and darkness is represented
by a white or black square, respectively. The arena frame is represented by a circle, and rotation
is represented by the curved arrow. The limits of the to-be-avoided sector are indicated by black
lines, and shocks delivered there are indicated by small unfilled circles. The locations of those
shocks in the other frame are marked by small filled circles.

the groups (F(1,10) ⫽ 0.58; p ⬎ 0.46) or across days (F(2,20) ⫽ 0.57;
p ⬎ 0.58), and thus there was also no interaction (F(2,20) ⫽ 2.40;
p ⬎ 0.11).
Experiment 1c: does the TTX injection impair
RoomⴙArenaⴚ avoidance?
The groups were different (E: F(1,10) ⫽ 12.34, p ⬍ 0.006; Tmax:
F(1,10) ⫽ 18.54, p ⬍ 0.002). The intact rats learned the
Room⫹Arena⫺ task rapidly, but the TTX-injected rats did not
improve across 3 d (Fig. 2C), replicating the previous result
(Cimadevilla et al., 2001). The effects of day (E: F(2,20) ⫽ 2.13,
p ⬎ 0.14; Tmax: F(2,20) ⫽ 4.80, p ⬍ 0.02) and interaction
(E: F(2,20) ⫽ 1.62, p ⬎ 0.22; Tmax: F(2,20) ⫽ 4.55, p ⬍ 0.02; intact
day 1 ⫽ day 2 ⫽ day 3 ⬎ TTX day 2 ⫽ day 3) were only significant
on the maximum time-avoided measure. The TTX rats had less
linear paths than the controls (F(1,10) ⫽ 5.47; p ⬍ 0.04). Although
the effect of day on linearity was not significant (F(2,20) ⫽ 0.68;
p ⬎ 0.52), the group by day interaction was significant (F(2,20) ⫽

Experiment 3a: does rotating the arena affect
Roomⴙ avoidance?
Place avoidance was asymptotic across the 4 d but better when
the arena was stable (Fig. 3B) (E: F(1,16) ⫽ 12.4, p ⬍ 0.003; Tmax:
F(1,16) ⫽ 23.6, p ⬍ 0.0002). The linearity was low, regardless of
whether or not the arena rotated (0.25 ⫾ 0.01; F(1,16) ⫽ 0.39; p ⬎
0.84). The effect of day was not significant (E: F(3,48) ⫽ 0.94, p ⬎
0.43; Tmax: F(3,48) ⫽ 0.21, p ⬎ 0.89; Lin: F(3,48) ⫽ 0.87, p ⬎ 0.46)
and neither were the interactions (E: F(3,48) ⫽ 2.01, p ⬎ 0.13;
Tmax: F(3,48) ⫽ 0.56, p ⬎ 0.69), except for the day by linearity
interaction (F(3,48) ⫽ 4.08; p ⬎ 0.01). Linearity was greater during
rotation, but it decreased across days, whereas it increased across
the stable sessions (rotation day 1 ⫽ stable day 4 ⬎ all other
sessions).
Experiment 3b: does the TTX injection impair
Roomⴙ avoidance?
The previous training ensured that the rats had learned the avoidance procedure, had habituated to the shallow water, and were
performing Room⫹ avoidance optimally before the effect of the
TTX injection was tested. Injecting saline or TTX into one hippocampus did not reliably disrupt optimal Room⫹ avoidance
while the arena was rotating (Fig. 3C). There was a nonsignificant
tendency for avoidance to be worse after the TTX injections.
There was no effect of day (E: F(3,24) ⫽ 2.17, p ⬎ 0.12; Tmax: F(3,24)
⫽ 2.66, p ⬎ 0.07; Lin: F(3,24) ⫽ 1.14, p ⬎ 0.35).

Discussion
Unilateral TTX injection blocked spontaneous action and local
field potentials (Olifer et al., 2004) and responses to perforant
path stimulation (Klement et al., 2005), reducing commissural
excitation of the uninjected hippocampus (Buzsaki and Czeh,
1981). The injection abolished place avoidance specifically when
room and arena stimuli were continuously dissociated. Avoidance was spared when room and arena stimuli were organized by
maintaining their mutual stability in (Room&Arena)⫹ training
(Fig. 2 A), by hiding room stimuli with darkness in Arena⫹ train-
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memory was abolished despite restricting
posttraining unilateral inactivations to
between-session intervals (Cimadevilla et
al., 2001). It seems that the hippocampus
has a role in memory not captured by the
concepts of spatial, relational, or representational memory. Extrahippocampal
memory systems were likely engaged in
place avoidance at least during Arena⫹
avoidance (Fenton et al., 2002). Perhaps
the hippocampus coordinates activity in
these different systems (see the section on
cognitive coordination below). Nonetheless, a frank memory impairment does not
explain the data.
Does impaired navigation account for
the pattern of place-avoidance deficits?
Animal cognition and the role of hippocampus is routinely studied using
water-maze tasks requiring a spatial representation of the subject’s location and reinforcement. Hippocampal place cells
(O’Keefe and Dostrovsky, 1971) were recorded in a variant of the water maze, suggesting that rats represent water-maze environments (Hollup et al., 2001; Brun et
al., 2002). Place avoidance also requires
representing the environment, current location, and the location of reinforcement.
Figure 3. A, Experiment 2. Shallow water prevented Arena⫹ place avoidance, because the salient arena cues were hidden. Place cells were recorded on stable and roEntrances were high and the maximum time of avoidance was moderate, and neither improved. Linearity was low, indicating that tating arenas (Zinyuk et al., 2000) and
the rat tended not to move in a directed manner. B1, Experiment 3a, Room⫹ avoidance was acquired on the stable wet arena
while the rat performed (Room&Arena)⫹
(B2) and was worse when the arena rotated. Entrances decreased, and the maximum time avoided increased to asymptotic levels.
The linearity was high. Experiment 3b, Saline (C1) (day 11) or TTX (C2) (days 12–14; shaded) was injected into one hippocampus and Room⫹Arena⫹ avoidance (Kelemen
(uni-TTX). Neither injection reliably impaired Room⫹ place avoidance, because none of the measures were reliably changed. The et al., 2004), suggesting that the placeTTX may have initially disturbed Room⫹ place avoidance, but the effect was not statistically significant. Tracks of a representative avoidance environment is represented in
rat are shown from the day indicated by the line between the track and the graph. Tracks from the same rat are shown in B and C. hippocampal discharge. Unilateral TTX
The absence of arena stimuli is represented by the absence of a circle in the arena frame representation of the track. Other figure injection spared learning in the water
elements are the same as in Figure 2.
maze (Fenton and Bureš, 1993, 1994; Fenton et al., 1995) but impaired retrieval
ing (Fig. 2 B), or by hiding arena stimuli with water in Room⫹
(Kubik et al., 2004), replicating the effect of permanent partial
training (Fig. 3C). A TTX-induced change of motivation, sensilesions (Moser and Moser, 1998). Can a navigational deficit activity to shock, or the motor ability to avoid cannot explain the
count for the selective impairment of Room⫹Arena⫺
selective impairment. Impaired Room⫹ avoidance might have
avoidance?
been expected, because continuous rotation dissociates selfNavigational demand was similar in the Room⫹ and
movement and room stimuli. Rats, however, learn not to use
Room⫹Arena⫺ tasks, but only the latter was impaired. The
irrelevant self-motion cues for place avoidance (Stuchlik et al.,
(Room&Arena)⫹, Room⫹, and Room⫹Arena⫺ tasks all re2001).
quired representing room locations, but only Room⫹Arena⫺
avoidance was impaired. Navigation during place avoidance need
Does impaired memory account for the pattern of
not be as accurate as in water-maze escape tasks, which require
place-avoidance deficits?
finding a relatively small location in a relatively large open field. A
Hypotheses that the hippocampus stores spatial, relational, and
navigational impairment does not account for the data.
representational memories predict deficits after hippocampal
dysfunction if the rat must learn or recall associations between
Does impaired behavioral inhibition account for the pattern
shock and the stimuli that define a place. Bilateral TTX injections
of place-avoidance deficits?
impaired retention of (Room&Arena)⫹ (Ježek et al., 2003) and
The simplest formulation of the behavioral inhibition hypothesis
Room⫹Arena⫺ (Cimadevilla et al., 2000a) avoidance. Memory
is that the hippocampus is important when learned responses
for room locations and shock-location associations was required
must be inhibited. Because foraging-based avoidance required
after unilateral TTX injection in the (Room&Arena)⫹, Room⫹,
inhibiting foraging, the hypothesis predicts a general TTXand Room⫹Arena⫺ tasks. Because only Room⫹Arena⫺ avoidinduced impairment, but only the Room⫹Arena⫺ task was imance was impaired, the injection spared acquiring and recalling
paired. The hypothesis fails to explain impaired Room⫹Arena⫺
the relevant memory, suggesting the Room⫹Arena⫺ task taxed
avoidance when there was no foraging and no previous training
another hippocampal function. Room⫹Arena⫺ avoidance
to avoid arena locations (Cimadevilla et al., 2001).
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A more complex formulation of the inhibition hypothesis is
that the hippocampus is important when the subject must select
from between conflicting responses, whether innate or learned.
The TTX injection may have impaired the appropriate selection
of whether to remain still or move in response to shock. This does
not account for the spared Room⫹ avoidance, which had the
same conflict. Nor does it account for why rats impaired by TTX
tended not to orient their escape from the to-be-avoided area
once they received a shock and decided to move. The TTXinjected rats had less linear paths, suggesting that they inhibited
their movements. This was not attributable to only the TTX injection, because the linearity was also lower when the rats were
not impaired and arena stimuli were useful for the avoidance.
Perhaps the TTX-injected rats used a different avoidance strategy
when arena cues were useful. TTX injection did not change linearity in the Room⫹ task, and although linearity was initially
lower than in control rats during the Room⫹Arena⫺ task, the
linearity in the control rats eventually decreased to the level of the
injected rats. Impaired behavioral inhibition does not account for
the place-avoidance data.
Does impaired cognitive coordination account for the pattern
of place-avoidance deficits?
Water-maze tasks were used to characterize hippocampusdependent spatial cognition in rats. Place-avoidance tasks make
similar cognitive demands. In the presence of dissociated room
and arena cues, place avoidance was organized according to the
room cues alone in Room⫹Arena⫺ avoidance and according to
both room and arena cues in Room⫹Arena⫹ avoidance (Fenton
et al., 1998), indicating that the rat could segregate room and
arena stimuli and satisfying criterion cc1 for inferring cognitive
coordination. Intact rats expressed Room⫹Arena⫺ avoidance
and even Room⫹Arena⫹ avoidance (Fenton et al., 1998) in
which the use of arena stimuli for identifying the room to-beavoided place would be interfering, thus satisfying criterion cc2.
Rats trained in (Room&Arena)⫹ avoidance expressed separate
room and arena place-avoidance memories during extinction
conditions (Bureš et al., 1998; Fenton et al., 1998). The room and
arena memories represent potentially conflicting information,
and thus dynamic contextual control of behavior was needed.
The presence of concurrent stimulus conflict distinguishes the
Room⫹Arena⫺ and Room⫹Arena⫹ tasks from traditional conditional association and contextual retrieval tasks. We conclude
that avoidance behavior in these tasks depended on contextdependent, perceptual grouping and thus cognitive coordination
can be inferred from normal place-avoidance behavior.
Control rats met the criteria for cognitive coordination in the
familiar steady-state conditions in which TTX injection abolished Room⫹Arena⫺ place avoidance (Fig. 2C), satisfying criterion cd1 for inferring impaired cognitive coordination. Escapes
were poorly organized during the Room⫹Arena⫺ task, suggesting that the TTX-injected rats did not appreciate the spatial localization of shock. The TTX injection spared (Room&Arena)⫹,
Arena⫹, and Room⫹ avoidance (Figs. 2 A, B, 3C), conditions
when room and arena stimuli were not dissociated, thus satisfying criterion cd2. The effect of the TTX injection satisfied the
criteria for inferring impaired cognitive coordination.
Although Room⫹Arena⫺ avoidance is learned within 10
min, task difficulty can explain the TTX-induced impairment.
Task difficulty is a useful consideration when one can specify why
the task was difficult. We suggest that the demand for cognitive
coordination in Room⫹Arena⫺ avoidance made it sensitive to
the TTX injection.

The unilateral TTX injection may have impaired the contextual modulation or selective activation of place and shock memories that was necessary in the Room⫹Arena⫺ task. Perhaps the
hippocampus has a critical role in flexible or relational memory
tasks (Shapiro and Eichenbaum, 1999), because it has a fundamental role in coordinating the activation of memories or the
activity between memory systems. It may be advantageous to use
this coordination perspective for studies of hippocampus and to
use the theoretical framework from the literature on cognitive
coordination. Formal and information theoretic methods have
already been used to analyze neural discharge in terms of dynamic grouping, the neural process thought to underlie contextual modulation and perceptual grouping (Tononi et al., 1994;
Phillips et al., 1995; Kay et al., 1998; Phillips and Craven, 2000;
Sporns et al., 2000, Olypher et al., 2002).
Representing that room stimuli defined the Room⫹Arena⫺
to-be-avoided place, and arena stimuli were irrelevant, implies
there are segregating and coordinating cognitive processes in rat.
The coordination hypothesis ultimately depends on observing
the explicit coordination of room- and/or arena-defined neural
representations as may be evident in simultaneous hippocampal
place cell representations of both room and arena locations. Place
cell discharge represented both room and arena locations when
room and arena stimuli were put into conflict. Some cells discharged relative to room stimuli, some discharged relative to
arena stimuli, and the discharge of some was controlled by both
room and arena stimuli (Gothard et al., 1996; Tanila et al.,
1997a,b,c; Brown and Skaggs, 2002; Knierim, 2002; Lee et al.,
2004; Rivard et al., 2004). This pattern of response was also observed on the continuously rotating arena (Zinyuk et al., 2000)
and during Room⫹Arena⫹ place avoidance (Kelemen et al.,
2004). Navigation training on the rotating arena even increased
the expression of place cell firing fields during continuous rotation (Zinyuk et al., 2000) and place avoidance (Kelemen et al.,
2004).
Impaired cognitive coordination may underlie dissociated
schizophrenia (Phillips and Silverstein, 2003), making parallels
between the behavior of schizophrenics and the TTX-injected
rats noteworthy. TTX injection did not impair (Room&Arena)⫹
avoidance or water-maze learning (Fenton et al., 1993; Kubik et
al., 2004), analogous to reports that patients do not manifest
cognitive coordination deficits when stimuli have strong prepotent organization. The TTX injection improved Arena⫹ avoidance, analogous to reports that schizophrenics identify stimuli
better than controls when the gestalt processes of controls are
activated (Place and Gilmore, 1980; Silverstein et al., 1996).
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